
CONNECT & NURTURE

Nurture your tribe



If social is the cocktail 
party, then email is the 

“let’s meet up for 
coffee”.

Erik Harbesen



Sequence

Sequence of emails after 
someone downloads your 

freebie or signs up for your 
email list

UP TO 15 EMAILS

Broadcast

WEEKLY

Regular emails sent out to 
your email list in your unique 

style and format



NURTURE 

SEQUENCES

CONNECT & NURTURE



7 ESSENTIAL INGREDIENTS
OF A 

CHALLENGE LAUNCH
that sells

1 2 3 4 5

Basic nurture sequence



★ Specific - leads on from the freebie 
★ Feels like a conversation 
★ Easy to digest and not too long 
★ Overcomes objections to buying from you! 
★ Positions you as an expert 
★ Reveals your personality and character - “are you for me?” 
★ Builds a natural relationship over time

Nurture your 
Tribe What makes a good sequence



7 ESSENTIAL INGREDIENTS
OF A 

CHALLENGE LAUNCH
that sells

1 2 3 4 5

Email 1 - immediately



★ Deliver the freebie 
★ Let them know why it’s great to be on your list 
★ Introduce yourself and what you do 
★ Give them something they can action that follows on from your freebie 
★ Let them know what’s coming next

Nurture 
sequence Email 1 - intro & get them excited!



7 ESSENTIAL INGREDIENTS
OF A 

CHALLENGE LAUNCH
that sells

1 2 3 4 5

Email 2 - 24 hours later



★ Ask them if they got the freebie? 
★ Remind them of the last action they took (email 1) 
★ The short lesson you are teaching 
★ The benefits of taking action on what you’re teaching 
★ Give them something actionable 
★ Tell them what’s coming next 

Nurture 
sequence Email 2 - add more value



7 ESSENTIAL INGREDIENTS
OF A 

CHALLENGE LAUNCH
that sells

1 2 3 4 5

Email 3 - 24 hours later



★ Share a personal story on the subject 
★ Share a client story 
★ Your origins story 
★ Share something you wish you knew “back when”

Nurture 
sequence Email 3 - go deeper



7 ESSENTIAL INGREDIENTS
OF A 

CHALLENGE LAUNCH
that sells

1 2 3 4 5

Email 4 - 24 hours later



★ Bust the biggest myth people believe on the subject 
★ What’s the thing you hate the most about your industry and why what 

you do is so different to other people (blue ocean!) 
★ Share something you discovered which surprised you.

Nurture 
sequence Email 4 -myth busting



7 ESSENTIAL INGREDIENTS
OF A 

CHALLENGE LAUNCH
that sells

1 2 3 4 5

Email 5 - 24 hours later



★ Remind them what they have actioned 
★ Tell them what’s coming next 
★ Invite them to reply and let you know what they thought of the freebie 

and if they have any unanswered questions 
★ Great opportunity to get on the phone

Nurture 
sequence Email 5 - feedback and next steps



#DoTheWork
OUTLINE YOUR EMAIL IDEAS



★ Core idea for each email 
★ Be clear on your objective - “why are we doing this?” 
★ What would you say to them in-person? 
★ Outline the different sections of your email 
★ Review them all in one sequence - does it flow?

Nurture 
sequence Create your email outlines



#DoTheWork
CREATE YOUR EMAIL DRAFTS



★ Write letters to your old self if you’re selling a transformation 
★ Split the sections with headings 
★ Lead the call to action with a question 
★ Personalise the email where possible 
★ Ensure the subject and body are aligned 
★ Write in the 2nd person, using “you” - make it about the reader not you. 
★ Make sure you cut out any unnecessary text, then do it again

Nurture 
sequence Write your email drafts



#DoTheWork
CRAFT YOUR HEADLINES



★ Create an enticing subject line - aim for under 10 words 
★ Look at magazine covers 
★ Amazon books - browse the titles 
★ Pinterest - freebies have great headlines 
★ Search on Google - sponsored ads & titles 
★ Don’t try and be too clever 
★ Don’t do click-bait - you’ll only get unsubscribes

Nurture 
sequence Craft your headlines



How to - “How to launch in half the time and double your results 

Surprise - “I thought launches were exhausting, but…” 

Specific - “How I generated £18070 in sales in my accidental launch” 

Avoid - “Revealed: how to never have a bad launch again” 

Curiosity - “This launch was never supposed to work” 

About them - “If you’ve hit launch burnout, this is for you…” 

Mistakes - “The 3 mistakes that are killing your launch results”

Craft your headlines



EMAIL 

BROADCASTS

CONNECT & NURTURE



Email 
Broadcasts Email broadcast basics...

★ Send out regularly 
★ Don’t call it a newsletter! 
★ Share stories 
★ Share valuable content 
★ Share successes 
★ Mix it up - there are no rules (apart from the newsletter rule) 
★ Share the real you and allow your personality to shine through



★ Intro - what’s going on round here 
★ Insight - something I learned 
★ Tip - something you need to know 
★ Tool - tool or book of the week 
★ Offer - free, promo (mine or affiliate) 

or launch inviteMa
gaz

ine
 sty

le Launch Insiders



5 Bullet Friday - Tim Ferriss



Matthew Kimberley



Laura Belgray - Talking Shrimp



Andre Chaperon - Tiny Little Businesses



#DoTheWork
CREATE A MARKETING EMAIL ACCOUNT  

& SUBSCRIBE TO 5 EMAIL LISTS



#DoTheWork

WRITE A LETTER TO YOUR PEOPLE


